Box of 1Night Stands: 21 Sizzling Nights

Decadent Publishing presents some of the
very best of the 1Night Stand series
featuring NYT and USA Today Bestselling
authors Jen McLaughlin (writing as Diane
Alberts) and J.M. Madden, along with 18
other trendsetting authors such as HOLT
Medallion winner Desiree Holt. More heat,
more heart, more SIZZLE! Broken - Jen
McLaughlin (writing as Diane Alberts) Is
one night enough for Tiffany to convince
Matt that she doesnt see a crippled man
when she looks at himbut a war hero
instead? Wet Dream - J.M. Madden
Ginger Hampton isnt surprised when her
Madame Eve date is a no-show, but maybe
Chief of Security Cameron Jones can
salvage her night, and her heart. Night
Mission - Desiree Holt For Navy SEAL
Gabe Walker his one night stand with
Maggie Fitzpatrick might turn out to be his
hottest mission yet. Hanging by a Moment
- Bella Juarez Widower Tom Ryan
discovers that maybe there is a wrong time
to meet the right person Panties Optional Stephanie Beck Forever isnt on Sam or
Maggies minds, but maybe it doesnt have
to be. Caught Offside - Liz Crowe A love
of soccer may unite former international
star Ramon Castillo and casino catering
manager Gillian Winter, but their deep
personal wounds wont allow for a real
connection until Madame Eve works her
magic.
Erotic Healing - Becca Dale
Together we will convert your discomfort
to pleasure...before the sun rises, you will
know exquisite satisfaction. One Night
With the Bride - Sara Daniel Can a 1Night
Stand reunite Caroline with her first love,
Javier, or will he see only her deception,
leading one night with the bride to sever
their ties forever? Strawberry Kisses Dominique Eastwick Can two introverts
gamble on love and win..with the help of
Madame Eve and a bowl of Strawberries
anything is possible. Dead or Alive - L.J.
Garland Shes a bounty hunter on a
mission...but when she captures her man,
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will she shoot him or kiss him? My
Boogie Woogie Bugle Guy - D.L. Jackson
Can Frank, an Army trumpet player, win
the heart of Grace Daniels and convince
her to give love with a soldier a chance, or
will he be playing Taps before the date
even gets started? In From the Cold Taryn Kincaid When Genevieve Mortimer
encounters a burned-out spy unaware of his
true identityeverything the demon-hunting
will-o-the-wisp most despisescan Madame
Eve work her special romantic magic on
the star-crossed pair?
Trading Up Mahalia Levey A lonely woman and
soldier get a bit of help in finding each
other. Her Marine - Heather Long The last
thing Shannon and Brody expected was a
soul deep connection that brings them both
wonder, but is the spark of lust enough to
bring these two loners in from the cold?
To Feel Again - Valerie Mann The story
that started it all: Jackson Castillo doesnt
have time for dating, Leah doesnt have
time to wait. Dom of the Dead - Virginia
Nelson Love transcends the grave when
Carson submits to the Dom of the Dead.
The Virgin and the Playboy - Kate
Richards Can love blossom between a man
who has too many dates and a woman who
hasnt even found time for sex once?
Paging Dr. Wolf - Rebecca Royce When a
fateful night turns Dr. Dallas Olson into a
werewolf, only Cara can help heal his heart
and teach him how to howl at the moon.
Familiar Desires - Olivia Starke Something
deeper lies in Ashley and Justins magical
connection, something Ashley isnt
prepared for.... Satin Sheets in Space Jessica E. Subject Danyka expects to meet
her Prince Charming during her 1Night
Stand, but how will she react when shes
abducted by two sexy aliens? Dragon
Temptation - Kali Willows A twin dragon
and a maid of honor hook up at an exotic
destination wedding for steamy romance
and melted chocolate!
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